Astrology is the "interpretation of movements and positions of celestial bodies as either omens for or determinants of the course of terrestrial, including human, events". Babylonians, Ancient Egyptians, Australian Aborigines, North and South American Indians, Asians and East Indians, and most likely people of all cultures, have studied the stars and other celestial bodies over the centuries. The development of systems of prediction and characterisation governed by the galaxy is therefore understandable as a natural progression from purely observing universal patterns, to attributing meaning to apparent correlations between astronomical events and occurrences on Earth.

Horoscopic astrology spread at the beginning of the Christian era, but Christian leaders attempted to eliminate it due to its pagan and fatalistic attributes and associations. Nevertheless, astrology is a modern day interest with a large following. Most people know their ‘sun-sign’ and charts are available from many websites. Chinese astrology is very widely followed, with eclipses often influencing how investors will trade on the stock market, thus creating self-fulfilling prophecies as the market seems to act in accordance with those eclipses.

In New York City, the Financial Astrology Association was founded in the 1980s, and it is referred to in financial publications. The prediction of a stock-market crash in the Northern Hemisphere in the Fall (i.e., Autumn) 2008 has been evident on various astrology websites for at least a year preceding the event [e.g., ‘Black Monday’, September 15, 2008—EDITOR]. W. D. Gann, a successful stock market trader, studied astrology, and he proposed that cycles throughout the universe are vital for determining future events. However, studies on astrology and astrologers have found little support for basic and more complicated theories of astrology. In fact, the general consensus currently appears to be that astrology is more of a religion than a science. This is a logical categorisation for astrology, as the definition of ‘science’ is the "systematic study and knowledge of natural or physical phenomena", and the attributes of astrology are related to widely accepted yet unsubstantiated claims that are comparable to religious beliefs.

Arguably the most well-known astrological research was conducted by Michel and Francoise Gauquelin. They tested zodiac signs, planetary aspects, transits, and astrologer accuracy at matching birth charts, all with negative findings. Even so, some results indicated that there is some kind of connection between human events and some planets in our Solar System.

The Gauquelin data demonstrated that at the birth of eminent people, some planets were found in certain sectors more frequently than expected by chance, and in some cases less frequently than expected by chance. There was no effect shown on charts of ordinary people, but various professions showed various relationships with at least one of five planetary bodies (Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn and the Moon). The correlation coefficient of 0.05 was replicated in other studies and although small,
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it is nonetheless statistically significant.

After performing factor analysis on the Gauquelin data, Ertel confirmed planet-birth correlations, and after performing cluster analysis of eleven professions, a near-perfect match was found. The planetary studies were independently replicated three times with two correlations found to be positive, and one negative. Ertel tested the data in terms of the second hypothesis Gauquelin had formulated: The relationship increases with eminence and disappears for non-eminent people. Ertel graded eminence and found different professions either correlated positively or negatively with different planetary bodies.

This finding added another dimension to the second hypothesis. When Ertel wrote his article there were six approaches attempting to explain the Gauquelin data on a physical basis, all of which included unknown or implausible links.

Dean examined whether planetary effects could be man-made. In order to do this, he analysed the Gauquelin data in its social context in the nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries in Western Europe. Births during this period were verbally reported by parents; occupation and eminence tended to run in families; popular almanacs gave diurnal information for visual planets (rising, setting, culminating times). He concluded that fake effects could occur because of role playing, parental tampering and perinatal control. Dean then tried to find evidence of tampering effects within the Gauquelin data. Clear evidence indicated that certain days were desirable or avoidable according to prevailing beliefs—e.g., witching days had less eminent births and auspicious days had more.

Additional support for the Mars effect being a social effect is given by the fact that Gauquelin was unable to find planetary effects in births recorded after 1950. However, as previously mentioned, the planetary studies have been replicated with contemporary data.

Ertel disagreed with Dean’s theory of parental tampering with birth times and dates for two reasons: First, parents were not aware of correlations between planets and eminent birth times and dates, and second, the almanacs of the day were not sufficient enough in planetary information to support the theory of parental tampering.

Research on astrology is further complicated by the possibility of psi phenomena contributing to predictions or personality descriptions. Dean and Kelly investigated the relevance of astrology to psi.

Their article includes detailed results and explanations of empirical studies. It explains that astrologers are unaware of so-called ‘hidden persuaders’, known technically as statistical artefacts and inferential biases. The hidden persuaders evident in astrology include: (i) reading specifics into generalities (the Barnum effect); (ii) seeing what you believe (cognitive dissonance); (iii) being guided by body language and other non-verbal cues (cold reading); (iv) non-falsifiability; and (v) operant conditioning.

However, there is also the possibility of astrologers having psychic ability and using astrology either consciously or subconsciously as a forum for their abilities. Freud believed in the possibility of thought transference and Dal Lee believed the specificity of statements made by astrologers had to be related to extra sensory perception at least part of the time.

Another relevant issue is the claim that help is given to astrologers from spirit guides. This is explained as seeing the horoscope or birth chart of an individual as a mandala or magical diagram, and planets as really being spirit energies guiding the astrologer to know or sense the required information. Astrologers describe an aspect of the chart as jumping out at them, and astrologers have sometimes dedicated books they have authored to their spirit guides. No evidence for these claims has been found as yet, and the discrimination between spirit guides and psi may be fuzzy, or as Dean and Kelly put it, spirits could be psi in disguise.

Astrologers tend to rely on experience or personal validation as opposed to understanding found through studies. Henry Weingarten, the financial astrologer, admits he does not know how it works, yet he believes it does and time and again he has accurately predicted market crashes around the world with a high degree of accuracy. The problem with astrology’s reliance on experience is that it is from experience that hidden persuaders can operate.

Rudolf Smir, the founder of the website: www.astrology-and-science.com, is no longer a professional astrologer, but he does still do readings with the premise that he is offering “a Grand Illusion” and “if it is helpful, it is not because astrology itself is helpful, but because astrology sets a scene that helps me to be helpful.”

Ertel also suggests that paranormal activity may be present in astrology. In his article he examines Arno Mül- ler’s research on the Gauquel data which included a finding correlating early childhood death and the position of
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Saturn at birth. Ertel eloquently questions how the future can be ascertained by the time of birth when he asks “whose mind... might predict or ‘pre-feel’ or ‘pre-conceive’ a child’s future professional success or a child’s early death? No human mind would have such superhuman power.”

In light of the discussed research, it would be naive to state that the astrological findings have no implications for science. Indeed, if anything, further scientific research into the Gauquelin data—although not strictly astrology—could prove the planetary bodies have more significance in the lives of humans on Earth today. Even so, the practical applications of this knowledge may be limited, as part of the great mystery of life is the unexpected joys and sorrows the future may hold.

Notes:
6. Ibid.
8. Ibid.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid.
17. Weingarten, Investing.
18. Dean & Kelly, Is Astrology Relevant.
Psi, PR, and a New Year’s Resolution

Psi has some serious PR challenges—we’re scoffed at by skeptics, lumped in with New-Agers, and barred from publishing in journals by ignorant gate-keepers.

It seems that the best and brightest in the field are constantly on the back foot defending their work from opiniated skeptics in the mainstream press. Just recently, for instance, Rupert Sheldrake had to send in a response to a piece in the Guardian written by Adam Rutherford of the famously gated anti-psi community at Nature. The original article was a review of Rupert Sheldrake’s book—it was scathing and unfounded. Rupert Sheldrake’s response was as eloquent, thoughtful and reasonable as ever. I admire his patience.

But why, we must ask ourselves, does the press so often favour the skeptical point of view. Irrational scientistic skepticism continues to dominate the voices of reasoned research into the topic. More importantly, what must we do?

Perhaps at the nub of the issue is that, when it comes to PR, the skeptics go where most psi researchers fear to tread. For instance, the vocal skeptic Susan Blackmore has appeared on the ‘reality’ TV show Big Brother, not just once, but numerous times. Would we? And her CV lists countless more TV and radio appearances than research grants. The energy she puts into PR pays off though. She’s also gone where we apparently haven’t been invited—to do a TED talk. Why her, and not Dean Radin or the like?

Do we need professional help? A make-over for the discipline? I can see the reality show now: from the Cinderella of the Sciences to Queen of the Campus. I jest, of course.

But perhaps we do need to rethink our approach to how the discipline is represented in the media and create our own bank of productions. Shows or documentaries that are well-produced and present the fascinating story of the study of psi with thoughtfulness, integrity and humour.

We need to stop relying on Discovery Channel or Horizon documentaries vainly hoping that this time they’ll give us a fair run and make us look good.

Psi research has an amazing story to tell; there’s a history filled with brave and curious people working on areas in science that will impact greatly on how we live in the future. And there’s huge public interest in this area.

The public deserve more than trashy misguided documentaries like Enemies of Reason that give dogmatic muddled opinions, or conflate the supernatural with the paranormal.

So, I’ve made a New Year’s resolution: I am going to try to turn my radio show, the Edge of Reason, into a TV show. I want to create a platform that gives psi researchers a voice, and shows how we are genuinely more sceptical than the skeptics. And we can have fun to boot.

Stay tuned . . .

Notes:
2. See Ed May’s paper published in the Proceedings of last year’s Parapsychology Association Convention for a revealing example of vain attempts to get psi results published in that illustrious journal.
3. A New Science of Life
5. www.susanblackmore.co.uk/media.htm
6. www.ted.com/talks
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